Deal Drivers: South America

(excluding Brazil)

A spotlight on mergers and
acquisitions trends in 2020

As COVID-19 spreads,
South American M&A struggles
Outside of Brazil (for M&A trends in Brazil, see Deal Drivers:
Brazil), South America recorded just one deal in April and only
two in May. This is compared to a total of 37 deals over the same
period in 2019. May’s deals totaled just US$47m in value, down
95% from US$914m in the same month the previous year.

South America (excl.
Brazil) M&A activity,
2017-Q1 2020

However, even before the coronavirus hit, South America’s M&A
market was running into headwinds. M&A activity in Q1 2020
was markedly slower than in any quarter of the past three years.

Several factors contributed to the subdued state of the M&A
market. Slowing global growth, due to the pandemic’s impact
and trade tensions between the US and China throughout 2019,
did not provide an encouraging backdrop for M&A. Political
uncertainty in countries such as Chile and Argentina – with
the economy in freefall in the latter – added to the hostile
conditions. And while Peru and Colombia both posted more
encouraging economic performances, the falling price of
commodities added to the negative sentiment.
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Outside of Brazil, there were 34 transactions announced in the
first quarter of 2020 in South America, representing a total
deal value of US$1.8bn. That was a decline of 45% and 68%,
respectively, compared to the same period of 2019.
Few sectors bucked the trend. Energy, mining and utilities (EMU)
(see Sector Watch) was the only sector to record a YOY rise in
volume. And while agriculture and industrials and chemicals saw
values rise, both recorded flat or declining volumes.
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The collapse in South American deal activity in recent months
inevitably reflects the impacts of the pandemic. The virus was
slower to hit the continent, with the first case not officially
recorded until late February, but by the end of May, the
World Health Organization had declared that South America
had become the global epicenter of the pandemic. With
countries across the continent largely in lockdown, economic
activity slowed significantly and practical difficulties such as
restrictions on travel and meetings represented basic obstacles
to dealmaking.

First quarter weakness

Deal volume

M&A activity in South America came to a virtual standstill during
April and May, as the COVID-19 crisis exacerbated the slowdown
seen during the first quarter of the year.
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PE push back

PE deal activity in the first quarter of 2020 mirrored the
broader market slowdown. Buyout firms announced just
four deals during Q1, down from seven in the same period in
2019. These collectively totaled US$388m, a 64% decline on
the previous year.
However, comparisons with the final quarter of 2019
suggest buyout activity has been more robust than it might
first appear. That three-month period saw only three PE
transactions in South America outside of Brazil.
The question now is how long this withdrawal will endure.
PE houses were not involved in any of the small number
of transactions announced during April and May – but
that is not to say appetite for dealmaking has completely
disappeared. The deal announced in March by Canada’s
Public Sector Pension Investment Board and Global Forest
Partners, which together agreed to pay US$350m for forestry
assets in Chile, underlines the point.
In addition, the PE sector continues to sit on record amounts
of dry powder – some US$1.5tn according to Preqin – and
may be tempted into bargain hunting during the crisis.
Moreover, while the last major market dislocation – the global
financial crisis a decade ago – undermined confidence in PE
and the broader financial system, the pandemic is a different
type of challenge. Buyout firms may feel able to bounce back
more quickly than trade buyers in many industries.

South America (excl. Brazil)
top sectors by value I Q1 2020
USD (m)

Energy, Mining & Utilities
Agriculture
Industrials & Chemicals
Pharma, Medical & Biotech
Transportation

824
415
203
161
75

South America (excl. Brazil)
top sectors by volume I Q1 2020
Deal count

Energy, Mining & Utilities
Transportation

17
4

South America (excl. Brazil)
top bidders by value I Q1 2020
USD (m)

Norway
USA
Japan
Brazil
Australia

355
350
263
209
203

South America (excl. Brazil)
top bidders by volume I Q1 2020
Deal count

Peru
USA
Spain
Chile
Colombia
Mexico

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

What the future holds

The short-term outlook for M&A in South America is clouded
with uncertainty. Until the region gets a grip on the pandemic –
including Brazil, the largest economy in the region – any return
to economic normality will remain impossible.
Valuations also represent a tough challenge. Stock market
volatility and setbacks – in Argentina, for example, share prices
fell 36% during the first three months of the year – makes
valuing listed companies problematic. In the unlisted universe,
there is even less clarity about what businesses are worth.
Clearly, however, some sectors are more exposed. The strength
of M&A in the EMU sector compared to areas such as consumer
reflects this reality. Industries such as technology and pharma
may also recover more quickly; the latter may even be buoyed by
the global search for new tests, treatments and vaccines for the
pandemic, as well as a renewed focus on health and wellbeing.

In the medium to longer term, meanwhile,
there are reasons to be more positive about
the outlook for M&A, particularly as global
growth recovers in 2021 and beyond. The
International Monetary Fund predicts a
strong bounce back in the region next year,
forecasting 3.4% annual growth for Latin
American output, compared to a 5.2%
contraction this year.

The prospects for many individual countries also look
encouraging. In Colombia, for example, economic reforms
continue to attract foreign direct investment, with the
country slowly putting its years of conflict behind it. In Peru,
a determined focus on international trade has attracted
growing interest. Even in Chile, which has experienced
civil unrest over the rising cost of living since October, the
country’s renewable energy industry is dynamic and fastgrowing. Argentina’s deeply troubled economy represents
more of an unknown, though negotiations over debt
restructuring with the IMF may prove fruitful.
Overall, then, there is scope for M&A activity in South
America to recover in the second half of this year – and
beyond. Once the crisis finally begins to ease, the region’s
fundamental attractions should reassert themselves.

South America (excl. Brazil)
top deals, Q1 2020

1
Schlumberger
sold a 49%
stake in the
Bandurria Sur
shale oil block
in Argentina to
Norway-based
Equinor and
Netherlandsbased Shell. The
deal is part of
Schlumberger’s
strategy to pivot
away from oil
production to
oilfield services.

US$355m

2
Chilean
agricultural
business Masisa
agreed to sell
78,220 hectares
of domestic
forestry assets
for US$350m to
a joint venture
comprising
Global Forest
Partners and
Canada’s Public
Sector Pension
Investment
Board. The deal
includes a longterm contract to
supply Masisa
with forest
products for
its industrial
operations.

3
Japan-based
Mitsubishi
Materials
Corporation
agreed to
acquire a 30%
stake in the
Mantoverde
copper mine
in Chile from
Mantos Copper.
Demand for
copper is
expected to
rise in coming
years thanks to
the increasing
use of electric
vehicles and
other renewable
technologies.

US$350m US$263m
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Sector Watch:
Energy, mining and utilities
South America (excl. Brazil)
EMU M&A activity, 2017-Q1 2020

The EMU sector posted 17 M&A transactions worth US$824m in
South America excluding Brazil during the first quarter of 2020,
significantly ahead of any other industry for dealmaking activity in
terms of both volume and value.
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Still, appetite for larger deals in the sector does appear to have
slowed. Deal values in the first quarter were down 30% on the
previous year, even though the first quarter of 2019 recorded
only eight transactions. And the two biggest EMU deals this
year (see box on p.6) accounted for three quarters of total value.
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As elsewhere, EMU deal activity came to an almost complete
standstill during April and May, though the one South American
M&A transaction in the latter month did fall in the sector, with
Canada’s Innergex Renewable Energy agreeing to buy the
Salvador solar farm in Chile.
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EMU hit hard by pandemic

Such a slowdown was inevitable, given the impacts of the
pandemic. In the oil and gas sector, for example, the shortterm hit has come from the oil price collapse and ongoing price
uncertainty. In the longer term, however, shifts in behavior post
COVID-19, particularly in areas such as travel and work, may
turn a temporary downturn into a structural decline.

Elsewhere, South American oil and gas remains an interesting
market. With the biggest global players in the sector
continuing to focus on divestment, smaller assets may well
come on to the market. Appetite is also strong for downstream
assets, with the biggest firms keen to build more presence in
high-growth markets.

In mining and metals, meanwhile, prices have also fallen
significantly (with the exception of gold). Demand has suffered
as the global economy has stuttered and the industry also faces
significant logistical challenges. Remote mines at least offer
some isolation advantages, but also tend to depend on mobile
workforces currently unable to travel.

Oil companies also continue to pursue diversification
opportunities, a potential source of demand for renewable
energy assets across South America, particularly given the
growing determination of many countries in the region to move
towards lower carbon footprints. The region is developing
renewable assets at pace, with solar and wind accounting for
a rising share of the energy mix and often offering dependable
long-term income flows.

Even in the utilities sector, so often regarded
as the ultimate defensive play, coronavirus
has caused significant problems. Reduced
demand for energy, with so many industries
shuttered, is an ongoing drag on revenues.

There will be further opportunities in the utility sector too, as
governments continue to pursue economic reform. Privatization
programs in several South American companies in recent
years have attracted investors from across the world, including
Chinese bidders for utility assets.

Nevertheless, there are some reasons to be optimistic that
M&A activity will return during the second half of the year. In
the mining sector, for example, the pandemic’s impacts on
smaller producers and developers will offer opportunities for
larger and better financed businesses to go bargain hunting.
Consolidation is a likely consequence of the crisis.
In metals, moreover, the soaring price of gold during the
pandemic has given producers greater purchasing power.
There may now be a race to capitalize on these gains.

EMU businesses can therefore look forward to renewed M&A
interest as the crisis recedes – and possibly more quickly than
in other sectors. The sector’s first-quarter lead on M&A activity
looks like it could be sustained.

South America (excl. Brazil)
top EMU deals, Q1 2020

1
Norway’s
Equinor and its
partner Royal
Dutch Shell
together agreed
to acquire a
49% stake in the
Bandurria Sur
shale oil block
in Neuquén,
Argentina,
from oilfield
services firm
Schlumberger.
The block covers
around 56,000
acres in the
central area of
the Vaca Muerta
formation
in Northern
Patagonia.

US$355m

2

3

Japan’s
Mitsubishi
Materials
Canada’s
Corporation
Cerrado Gold
agreed to acquire bought the
a 30% stake in
Minera Don
Mantos Copper’sCopy
Nicolas
to fill space
mine
Mantoverde
in the Santa
copper mine in £8888.88
Cruz province
Chile. The mine
of Argentina.
is located in the
Cerrado is paying
Atacama region
US$15m upfront
of northern Chile
for the asset,
and has 2.1
with a further
million tonnes of
US$30m due
copper reserves,
in staggered
sufficient
monthly
to sustain
payments over
production until
the next five
2041.
years.

US$263m

US$45m
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For a full version of the Mergermarket M&A deal database inclusion and
league table criteria, go to: www.mergermarket.com/pdf/deal_criteria.pdf
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